University Faculty Senate Committee on Undergraduate Studies

Friday – November 14, 2014

12:00 PM

Conference Room (Second Floor) in Visitors’ Center

AGENDA (Revised)

Welcome

New Member – Rusty Lee,

Future Meeting Dates / Times (12/5 at 12:00 noon)

Please save Monday, 1:00 pm – 3:00 pm for Winter and Spring

Announcements

Deadlines and College Submitters – notices sent by Nash and Hastings.

Updates on Old Business Items

General Education – Gen Ed Resolution is on Senate’s November 3 Agenda.

Academic Calendar – 2016 – 2017 – I am told that the Provost accepted our revised version.

MOOC’s – MOOC Resolution is on Senate’s November 3 Agenda.

Honors Colloquium – approval process for UD Breadth – Nash and Hastings met with Dr. Arnold to discuss. No action required now.

Permanent Status Program Reviews – due November 1, 2014. No action necessary now.

Completing “unclear” Catalog Edits – all Departments have been notified. No action necessary now.

New Business

1. Faculty Senate Examinations and Tests (attachment)
2. **UGS0430** - Explicitly list courses that are not allowed as technical electives to the BA in Computer Science ([attachment](#))

3. **UGS0431** – Explicitly list courses that are not allowed as technical electives and explicitly list courses that can be used to satisfy the requirement of an extra math course to the BS in Computer Science ([attachment](#))

4. **UGS0432** – Explicitly list courses that are not allowed as technical electives and explicitly list courses that can be used to satisfy the requirement of an extra math course for the BS in Information Systems ([attachment](#))

5. **UGS0433** – Revise Mass Communication concentration for the BA ([attachment](#))

6. **UGS0434** – Revise Interpersonal Communication BA ([attachment](#))

7. **UGS0435** – Revise approved course list for Religious Studies ([attachment](#))

8. **UGS0436** – Revise BS in Chemistry to add required course ([attachment](#))

9. **UGS0437** – Revise the Math Education Major XMS – BAAS ([attachment](#))

10. **UGS0438** – Revise the Math Education Major XMS- BS ([attachment](#))

11. **UGS0439** – Request to add an Honors Major in Actuarial Sciences - HBS ([attachment](#))

12. **UGS0440** – Request to disestablish the Major in Ecology ([attachment](#)) ([attachment](#))